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One note near the end of graduate school or postgraduate training—if you are smart, productive, and lucky—it happens. Via letter or telephone call, collegiate tip or journal ad, you learn about your first academic position. The initial contact and mutual exchange of information goes well, and you are invited to visit the institution. Things are looking good. You’re serious. They’re serious. There’s been talk of salary, startup funds, and potential collaborations. But lurking in the background is one major issue, critical to the final decision, that you’ve been reluctant to broach. You have a “significant other.” And wherever you go, that person will need a job, too.

Couples made whatever compromises were required to make things work.

Your significant other could be another academic, an investment banker, performance artist, bartender, or cattle farmer. It doesn’t matter. The reality is that meeting the needs of two careers is a key negotiating factor in most academic career decisions. Balancing dual careers particularly impacts women scientists since general wisdom suggests that women scientists are more likely to be partnered with another professional.1 How much assistance can or should you expect from an institution when it comes to identifying a position for your partner?

The “two-body problem,” as the broad span of issues involved in recruiting dual-career couples is colloquially called, used to be nobody’s problem—at least from an institutional point of view. As late as the 1970s, anti-competition rules and other institutional regulations made it difficult for both halves of a couple to hold tenure-track positions at the same university. These policies were particularly detrimental to the career aspirations of women academics, who often found themselves accepting uneducated, untenured positions. Couples made whatever compromises were required to make things work. In general, no one expected or received much institutional assistance for their partner’s job search. And if your partner was non-academic, they were really on their own.

1 Although I do not have an exact reference for this, I took notes about the subject at a AASSS session on women in science. Because it made such an impact on me, I mention it here. I believe that Catalyst may have some data on this issue showing women vary more widely with academic achievement or earning potential.


Talking recently with scientists gives me hope that this rather blank approach to recruitment is itself becoming history. Although recruits once were advised not to mention their partners in initial interviews, times finally may be changing. In an attempt to find out whether current circumstances are different and to glean advice for those considering a move, I informally polled a small sample of chairs, deans, and faculty about their recent recruiting experiences and their views on the “two-body problem.” I included individuals from small and large departments, elite private colleges, large state universities, major research institutions, academic medical centers, and solidly middle-of-the-road schools.

Some respondents were new center directors or chairs that are building new programs and almost wholly occupied by filling positions. I offered all respondents anonymity in return for unexplained honesty. I received responses that were summarized below. In general, the replies are most applicable to untenured faculty, although much of the advice could be equally relevant to senior recruits who may already build up an even greater role in their ultimate decision.

The good news is that most departments and institutions do consider the professional needs of a partner as part and parcel of any effective recruitment effort. The responders estimated that the success of 30–80% of their recent recruiting efforts depended upon both halves of a couple agreeing to move. Several responders stated that virtually all of their recent recruits depended on the opportunities available for significant others.

In my sample, all significant others were romantic partners; none of the faculty polled had yet encountered a situation in which the significant other was a child or an elderly parent requiring care. Several responders cautioned that recruits and their significant others—no two are alike. The strengths and weaknesses of the candidate and the partner, the particulars regarding the second placement, the needs of the university, available opportunities in the community, and timing all come into play.

What emerged quite consistently was the need for honest communication, realistic expectations, flexibility, and creativity. Interestingly, almost every response included an example of a recruitment that failed because the parties involved were unable to solve the two-body problem. Almost as often, a department pulled off a major recruitment coup because it was able to satisfy everyone involved. The overall sense I get from the poll is that dual-career couples are now an expected part of the landscape. Does this mean we’re seeing a turning point in the chances of landing the ideal position? No.

Some institutions will not be able to accommodate the needs of you and your partner and will be keened at having someone they fear will be unhappy. But, on the whole, it didn’t seem that recruiters viewed finding an additional job as a categorical negative. It is simply one more element in what has always been a delicate negotiation.

So when your phone rings but you know the decision is not yours to make alone, the information below—taken with the prequise grain of salt—might be of help.

When in the recruitment "dance" should the candidate mention the significant other? The unanimous answer: Immediately. Or, to quote one responder, "day one, phone call one.

If older mentors are telling you to wait until you have a secure offer, be aware that things really have changed. It is absolutely essential to inform recruiters early in the process if the success of the recruitment relies upon securing a position for a partner. As one chair put it, "Let us know up-front... two people interviewed last year did not very professionally in their cover letters." Sometimes people feel they should keep quiet, as though there were any secrets. If told of a second hand, I may get the wrong facts, and make decisions or assumptions based on the incorrect data.

What is the most helpful thing a candidate can do? Large institutions often have more "give" and can usually find another academic position (although not always tenure-track) if both of you have top-notch qualifications. This can be a touchy situation, and couples must set their expectations realistically. Most institutions do very little for non-academic spouses, although a few are developing contacts with community businesses and non-profits, and will at least provide reference or introduction. If your partner is not an academic, ask quite bluntly how far the institution is willing to go to provide those critical contacts.

Coping with the "two-body" problem is a touchy situation,

What are some creative solutions to the two-body problem when both bodies are scientists? One center director offered each partner, both of whom worked in the same research area, one-half of the available PTE position with the understanding that they would cover the other half. Several recruiters mentioned new visiting professor positions and new positions in the non-scientific community. Another institution hired a couple by allowing them to share an endowed professorship. Some institutions are giving couples with young children the opportunity to "job-share" one position. It is important that you have your priorities in order when you contact an institution, then recognize that you are ready to be considered as "job-sharers." One institution must be right on many levels, or you will not succeed. Compromising on your and your partner’s mutual fulfillment is unlikely to be a winning strategy long term.

As one chair put it, "Let us know up-front... two people interviewed last year did not very professionally in their cover letters."